Securing military networks

With the White House officially elevating the United States Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) to a full combatant command, the focus on cybersecurity within the Department of Defense (DOD) has never been higher. However, when it comes to securing military networks, how much of a commercial approach to security is applicable? The basic security design principles ought to be the same, but are there differences between commercial and military networks that affect the approaches to be used? Here, Ray Bernard, President and Principle Consultant of security consulting firm RBCS, Inc., and Paul M. Livingston, Non-executive Director at Accokeek Research and Engineering, Inc., address these questions.

One basic difference between commercial business networks and military networks is that for the military, a more disciplined and structured approach is applied to network design and development, as well as to the interconnections between network nodes. Unlike the private sector, there are specific tiers of networks based upon information classification requirements. Principally, these tiers include Top Secret handled through the DoD’s Top-Secret Intranet Joint Worldwide Intelligence Communications System (JWICS); Secret handled through the Defense Information Systems Network’s (DISN) Secret Internet Protocol Router Network (SIPRNet); and Unclassified/For Official Use Only handled through DISN’s Non-classified Internet Protocol (IP) Router Network (NIPRNet).

Each network has its own classification standards for security, which deal with identification (authentication), authorization, access and logging. These are disjointed networks intended to have very few, controlled interconnections rather than a complex pipeline. Connections are tightly controlled and differ going from higher to lower levels of classification, as well as in the reverse direction. There are specific controls on the technologies and protocols being used within classified networks that consider security and integrity before convenience.

In general, the military uses different networks for its day-to-day operations than it does for command and control and intelligence gathering/storing requirements. Different military networks have different security protocols, but controlling the protocols, message exchanges and how applications interoperate are the key means to maintaining control over the overall network. Military networks have identity management and security-related protocols built-in during design and deployment. All classified networks use high-end military grade encryption.

Military networks utilize a very wide variety of technologies. The communications technologies deployed for military air, land and sea operations have operational and security requirements that far surpass most non-military communications operations. In addition, these agencies need to comply with strict security-related oversight including the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) and frameworks such as the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST) Cyber Security Framework (CSF).

These aspects of government and military networks make them expensive to deploy and operate; taking smart people to design and run them, and specialized equipment to support them.

Contrasting with commercial networks

In contrast, commercial networks tend to be amalgams due to business growth and changes, including a merger or acquisition, while prioritizing connectivity and data availability (and convenience). Economics and convenience generally drive commercial network decisions. Policy decisions, security, integrity, reliability and purpose drive military network decisions.

In contrast to the government’s strict multi-tier network classification scheme, very large businesses often deploy only two-tier networks—one for corporate management and one for business operations. Some highly-regulated businesses, such as utility companies, banks and healthcare organizations have...
network tiers that confine regulated data to specific networks. The critical infrastructure sector (energy, water/wastewater, transit, etc.) and higher education sector (universities and colleges) may sometimes deploy multi-tier networks – one for business, one for security and one for operations (SCADA) or maintenance. Many commercial organizations typically have a single ubiquitous network with an ill-defined network infrastructure framework, such as the Control Objectives for Information and Related Technologies (COBIT).

Commercial network tiers are not as strictly defined and isolated as military networks, and businesses have more complex mechanisms for identity management layered on top of their networks; in contrast to the more rigorous built-in military approach. Additionally, there is much greater use of high-end encryption in government networks than in commercial networks.

A container approach
One major difference between military and commercial networks is the ability to containerize the information and data residing on military systems. Carnegie Mellon University’s Software Engineering Institute developed an approach used to assess an organization’s information security needs. Known as OCTAVE Allegro, the method focuses on the information assets on a network. The breakthrough realization underlying OCTAVE Allegro is that security controls are not put directly on the data assets themselves, but on the ‘containers’ of the data. See Figure 1, which diagrams the OCTAVE Allegro process, in which the container identification step is highlighted.

The container approach to information security assessment and planning provides a uniform way to address all three domains of information security: Physical (paper and physical media), electronic (computers, networks and telecommunications), and human memory (where people and process controls apply including responsibility assignments and legal contracts). Due to the highly-structured nature of military networks and their protocols, the network itself can be more easily treated as a ‘container’ than can be done for commercial networks.

This approach can be more easily applied to military networks to identify important assets and assess them based on the information assets to which they are connected, enabling the DoD to apply security controls directly to those containers.

Thus, the container concept is likely to be very helpful in managing, maintaining and improving cyber security effectiveness while network and communications technologies continue to advance, and are adopted and adapted for government and military use going forward. A consistent approach to cyber security evaluation and planning can be maintained despite underlying networking and communications technology continuing to rapidly change.

Technology trends
The combined effects of several technology trends - such as low power, miniaturization, software-defined networking, system on a chip (SoC), and mesh networking - are leading to network and communications products that have improved mobility, range, and resilience, and are more easily deployable. Consumer product trends now include self-configuring systems with strong certificate-based device authentication and end-to-end military grade encryption. Two key information technology megatrends are the exponential increase in technology capabilities and the exponential decrease in the cost of individual technology components. For example, contrast the cost and capabilities of
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today’s smartphones with the cost and capabilities of the best personal computers available 20 years ago. Many smartphone features were not available then at any cost. Overall, technology is trending in the direction of meeting and addressing many of the challenges faced today in military networking and communications.

Challenges
Carsten Brinkschulte, CEO of Core Network Dynamics, explains: “A key challenge to overcome is that while devices used by military personnel are mobile, the base stations of most current communication systems are stationary, that is they cannot move while in operations. For advanced flexibility and agile deployments, it would become essential to support a mobile network architecture, where the mobile network itself is mobile and can move while providing communication services.

Another key issue is delivering a fully functional, reliable, resilient voice and data communications infrastructure that can be rapidly deployed and works wherever military personnel are, whether operating in built up urban areas or on mobile manoeuvres in remote, resource-constrained environments such as deserts or mountainous areas. It is also important to enable greater network reach, no matter what the terrain, and ensure coverage can be automatically extended as required.

Another significant challenge is to avoid a single point of failure in the network architecture, however existing military communication systems are often relying on a centralized architecture with a single point of failure.”

Emerging technologies
Emerging technologies are appearing that have the potential to solve many of the challenges that currently constrain network and communications deployments.

For example, miniaturized, meshed networks, with multi-hop routing based on existing technology standards, could transform mission-critical military communications, once they are adapted for the advanced and special requirements of military use-cases.

By creating small cells which are meshed together, military personnel could be provided a fully functional, miniaturized network wherever they go. Whether operating in built-up urban conurbations or remote areas with patchy or no network coverage, the mobile ‘bubble’ could move with them. And when such pocket-sized mobile networks are connected to other bubbles using mesh topology, it becomes a network of networks, dynamically extending the reach of the combined network with every bubble added.

A local core network would also be more secure and resilient as it would have no dependency on centralized infrastructure.

Again, such emerging technologies would have to be adapted to incorporate government communications security requirements, such as Type 1 and Type 2 cryptographic security. However, the general direction of technology advancement makes that easier to do with emerging technologies than with older network and communications products.

Conclusion
The differences between military and commercial network security are immense, but the opportunity for the DoD to use a container approach to security is a prime advantage. Given the type and sensitivity of information that is housed on DoD networks, security needs to be one of the top concerns. A properly designed and configured container approach will largely separate container security from underlying transport and access technologies. This approach can help to deliver the required security elements to help deliver on the DOD’s national security mission.
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